
BASELAYERS

INTENSE BASELAYER

Shrey baselayers are engineered to take your 

performance to the next level. 

This ground breaking baselayer technology has been 

tested and proven to improve strength and endurance. 

The range supports key muscles and delivers ul�mate 

flexibility so you can aim higher and train harder than 

ever before.

Superior knit structure for mul�direc�onal stretch and

persistent competency.

The interior pa�ern pulls heat away from your skin and 

super charges your natural cooling system.

BLACK  NAVY WHITE
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AUS $ 49.00



BLACK  NAVY WHITE

, 2XL

BASELAYERS

INTENSE BASELAYER

Shrey baselayers are engineered to take your 

performance to the next level. 

This ground breaking baselayer technology has been 

tested and proven to improve strength and endurance. 

The range supports key muscles and delivers ul�mate 

flexibility so you can aim higher and train harder than 

ever before.

Superior knit structure for mul�direc�onal stretch and

persistent competency.

The interior pa�ern pulls heat away from your skin and 

super charges your natural cooling system.
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AUS $ 39.00



BLACK  NAVY WHITE

, 2XL

BASELAYERS

INTENSE BASELAYER
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AUS $ 35.00



Shrey baselayers are engineered to take your 

performance to the next level. 

This ground breaking baselayer technology has been 

tested and proven to improve strength and endurance. 

The range supports key muscles and delivers ul�mate 

flexibility so you can aim higher and train harder than 

ever before.

Superior knit structure for mul�direc�onal stretch and

persistent competency.

The interior pa�ern pulls heat away from your skin and 

super charges your natural cooling system.

Pouch for abdo guard.

BASELAYERS

INTENSE BASELAYER

BLACK  NAVY WHITE
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AUS $ 39.00



, 2XL

BLACK  NAVY WHITE GRAPHITE  

36

, 2XL

BLACK  NAVY WHITE

BASELAYERS

INTENSE BASELAYER

Shrey baselayers are engineered to take your 

performance to the next level. 

This ground breaking baselayer technology has been 

tested and proven to improve strength and endurance. 

The range supports key muscles and delivers ul�mate 

flexibility so you can aim higher and train harder than 

ever before.

Superior knit structure for mul�direc�onal stretch and

persistent competency.

The interior pa�ern pulls heat away from your skin and 

super charges your natural cooling system.

Pouch for abdo guard.
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AUS $ 55.00



k
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AUS $ 35.00



k
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AUS $ 35.00



Trousers delivers a so�, sweat wicking

22

AUS $ 35.00



FEATURES

SHREY PERFORMANCE

Combining the tradi�onal look with modern performance.

The Shrey Performance Cricket Hat is the stylish 

way to keep the sun out of your eyes in the field. 

Its stretch woven construc�on ensures a comfortable fit 

while air vent holes keep you cool.

100% co�on twill round cap.

Internal binding with elas�c for perfect fit.

ACCESSORIES 

CRICKET HAT

OFF WHITE

SENIOR: S, M, L 

23

AUS $ 15.00



OFF-WHITE

SHREY PERFORMANCE
GROIN PROTECTORS 

CRICKET BRIEFS

SENIOR:  S-M, L-XL, XXL
JUNIOR : BOYS, YOUTH

Tough, lightweight fabric with all the performance 

benefits.

Stretch mesh and in-seam panels deliver strategic 

ven�la�on.

Stretch construc�on moves be�er in the every direc�on.

Material wicks sweat and dries really fast.

An�-odour technology prevents the growth of 

odour-causing microbes.

FEATURES

24

AUS $ 17.00

AUS $ 19.00SENIOR

JUNIOR



CRICKET TRUNKS
SHREY PERFORMANCE 

GROIN PROTECTORS 

SENIOR:  S-M, L-XL, XXL
JUNIOR : BOYS, YOUTH

OFF-WHITE

Tough, lightweight fabric with all the performance 

benefits.

Stretch mesh and in-seam panels deliver strategic 

ven�la�on.

Stretch construc�on moves be�er in the every direc�on.

Material wicks sweat and dries really fast.

An�-odour technology prevents the growth of 

odour-causing microbes.

FEATURES
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AUS $ 17.00

AUS $ 19.00SENIOR

JUNIOR
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